
THE BOY WHO CRIED WOLF WRITING ACTIVITY

The Boy Who Cried Wolf teaching resources for Key Stage 1 - Year 1, Year 2. Created for teachers, by teachers!
Professional Aesop's Fables teaching resources. The Boy Who Cried Wolf Story Review Writing Frame. (2 member
reviews).

Guiding questions: Have you ever been in a sticky situation in which you had to use your brain to get out
offind a solution? Guiding questions: Define responsibility. Again, the townspeople come running. What
happens in the fables that you know about? As this becomes harder and harder, people begin to disbelieve
what you say. Students will make connections with the text. The boy in this video feels that he will never be
able to live down the lies he told. Then, you can bind the pages together to make a published piece. This could
be a whole class exercise in which the students work together to create characters and a plot. Challenge
students to come up with other plans for dealing with the wolf. What happened? Discuss responsibility with
students. While you can just tell this story to the class, there are other options: Tony Ross has done a great
picture book version of the story. As this becomes increasingly difficult, students who can't remember the list
of names and foods sit down. Objectives Students will identify the elements of a fable. You can scribe the
story for developing writers and the students can illustrate it. Students will discuss honesty and responsibility.
How did the shepherd boy's dishonesty hurt him? What do you think the townspeople will do if wolves come
again? Discuss why some solutions are more reasonable than others. Explain that in other times and places,
children have often worked instead of gone to school. Can people change their behavior and change their
reputation? Products from Amazon. What happened when you were dishonest? Play a game. How did you
solve the problem? Rewrite the story so that the shepherd uses another approach to deal with the problem of
boredom in his job. What do you like about fables? Then, use a Venn Diagram to compare and contrast the
elements from different fables. After the discussion, tell students to pay attention for the ways that the boy in
the book fulfills his responsibility and the ways that he doesn't. Describe what happened. What don't you like?
What fables do you know? What happens if you don't fulfill your responsibilities? Use this idea as a writing
prompt. Discuss honesty with the students. Tell students to watch for how the shepherd boy solved his
problem in the book. Ask students to suggest other solutions that you did not provide. Finally, he thinks of a
plan to spice up life in the pasture. If so, brainstorm ways to cope with the problem. Hennessy, ill.


